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IMESA: A LIFE BY YOUR SIDE

ASEPTIC WASHING MACHINE

D2W SERIES

Superlative performances
Our goal is the customer full satisfaction

No risks:  the clean side door stay locked until the dirty 
side  door is open and a complete washing cycle has been 
completed.

No contamination: during the clean linen unloading, the dirty 
side door is blocked and cannot be open. 

Drum automatic placing: at the cycle end, the drum door is 
automatically moved in correspondence of the clean side door.

Monitored washing programs: The IMESA aseptic washing 
machine is equipped with the IM8 touch screen computer, 
which allows to display the washing program report, to downlo-
ad it in a USB key.  

GSM Remote Assistance: in this kind of installations  
maintenance and service are really important; thanks to 
the GSM remote assistance service, the machine is always 
connected to the technician, who can act quickly at the first help 
request.  

D2W SERIES
THE HIGHEST 
HYGIENE AND SAFETY
EVEN IN THE MOST 
CRITICAL SITUATION

IMESA washing machines D2W series are the ideal solutions 
to assure the highest hygiene and safety in hospital, retirement 
homes, nurseries, clinics, pharmaceutical and alimentary 
industries.

The special configuration of this washing machine allows to 
load the dirty linen in the one room and to unload the clean linen 
from an opposite door situated in a different room. 

This strong separation between dirty and clean linen allows to 
avoid any contamination risk, in complying with  the UNI EN 
14065:2004 rules and the RABC certification standards.

Imesa is a leading company in the production of laundry equipment. We achieved this goal thanks to more than 40 years of total 
commitment to the continuing challenges to satisfy the growing technological expectation of human beings and meetings changes 
in lifestyle.

Innovation, quality, safety, versatility, service and reliability: IMESA success is based on this six concepts. Innovation in
technology and proposal. Quality guranteed by an UNI EN ISO 9001 certified production system. Safety of products certified by
qualified operational organisation in various part of the world. Versatility and flexibility which allows many possibilities of
customisation. Reliability thanks to the solid product structure. 

Customer satisfaction is IMESA main achievement. Thanks to an international and professional net of distributor and to a well 
trained service net, IMESA can assure a global service in Italy, in Europe and in all the world. 

During the offer step, IMESA distributors offers a complete support in the correct equipment choice and complete the job with a 
financial analysis of the investment as well as with the project. 

IMESA can deliver in a very short time thanks to equipment stock in many countries: Italy, Spain, French, Portugal, Algeria,
Hungary, …

The wide service net can assure a quick technical assistance in case of necessity and the spare parts can be easily purchased 
in IMESA official website. 
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Studied to last: a reliable structure and high quality components!  We are proud of 
our product reliability in which we trust so much to grant the best  warranty condition:
24 MONTHS TOTAL WARRANTY!  



D2W 18
D2W 23

D2W 30
D2W 55

u.M. 
Kg.
lt

mm
 

mm
Kg.

D2W 55
55

565
380X400

377
1621x1536x1867(h)

1848

D2W 30
30

318
380x400

346
1252x1373x1887 (h)

950

u.M. 
Kg.
lt

mm
 

mm
Kg.

D2W 23
23

215
279x366

350
1070x967x1470 (h)

545

D2W 18
18

180
279x366

350
980x967x1470 (h)

531

MODEL
Capacity
Drum volume
Load dimension
G Factor
WM dimensions
Net weight

Available heatings: 
electric - steam - electric + steam 

STANDARD FEATURES:

AISI 304 stainless steel external panels; 
High ergonomy in linen loading and unloading thanks to the base on 
which the machine is mounted; 
Two big opposite doors to keep separate the dirty linen loading from the 
clean linen unlaoding; 
Automatic drum positioning; 
Electronic control of the door opening and lock to avoid any possibility of 
cross contamination; 
Emergency stop button; 
Computer touch screen IM8: more than 200 programs can be memorized;  
USB connection on the machine “dirty side”;
Display on the clean side to control the correct program progress, the 
residual time and the program end; 
Hot and cold water connection; 
Remote diagnostic and assitance thanks to the GSM connection; 

ON REQUEST:

Connection to 8 detergent pumps wich are programmed and controlled by 
IM8 microprocessor; 
Third inlet valve (hard water); 
Water recovery system: the water used during the last rinse is saved into a 
tank and used again in the first cycle of the next program;  
Ph-meter; 
Test faucet; 
Load cells weighing system; 

SOME TECHNICAL DATA: 

STANDARD FEATURES:

AISI 304 stainless steel external panels; 
Two big opposite doors to keep separte the dirty linen loading from the 
clean linen unloading; 
Pneumatic door closing system controlled by IM 8 microprocessor;
Automatic drum positioning; 
Electronic control of the door opening and lock to avoid any possibility of 
cross contamination; 
Emergency stop button; 
Computer touch screen IM8: more than 200 programs can be memorized;  
USB connection on the machine “dirty side”;
Display on the clean side to control the correct program progress, the 
residual time and the program end; 
Hot and cold water connection; 
Remote diagnostic and assitance thanks tothe GSM connection;

ON REQUEST:

Connection to 8 detergent pumps wich are programmed and controlled by 
IM8 microprocessor; 
Third inlet valve (hard water); 
Water recovery system: the water used during the last rince is saved into a 
tank and used again in the first cycle of the next program;  
Ph-meter; 
Test faucet; 
Load cells weighing system; 

MODEL
Capacity
Drum volume
Load dimension
G Factor
WM dimensions
Net weight

Available heatings: 
electric - steam - electric + steam 

SOME TECHNICAL DATA: 

A TOUCH SCREEN COMPUTER 
SUBORDINATE TO THE LAUNDRY NEEDS 
An innovative control system to enable the washing machine to 
fully meet the requirements of each singular laundry. 
Thanks to the high LCD resolution, IM8 can display pictures, 
multimedia files, advertising messages, user notes, ... on 
the washer screen. Versatile, easy to be used, simple to be 
programmed, the IM 8 control can satisfy the laundry needs, 
also the most difficult request can find an answer thanks to this 
modern and innovative system.  

TAILORED LAUNDRY SOLUTION ASKS FOR 
CUSTOMIZED PROGRAMS
IM8 allows to freely create, modify, name and memorize the 
washing programs. The customer can be fully satisfied, as there 
are no limits to the the program customization. 
The washer is supplied with 18 factory programs, which can be 
erased and/or corrected on the laundry specific need. 
Heating temperature, drum movement, spin speed, detergent 
dosing, ... each parameter is controlled by IM 8 with a really 
high precision and, when necessry,  modified. IMESA washing 
machine microprocessor allows to create and save more then 
200 different washing programs. 

TWO PROGRAM LEVELS: 
IM8 is a very flexibile software, which allows to control and 
modify each single washing parameter to meet each laundry 
need.

AN AREA DEDICATED TO THE SERVICE MAN
IM 8 simplify the  sevice man job  thanks to a dedicatted area 
where he can access important function: 

SELF-DIAGONISTICS AND ALARM HISTORY
In case of failure an alarm  and its explication are displayed. 
The list of the displayed alarms is saved in the IM 8 memory 
and the technician can easilry refer to it in case of maintenance. 
Thanks to the GSM remote assistance service, the technician 
can look the list up also by remote. 

DIRECT DIALOG WITH THE INVERTER
Thanks to a modbus connection, the technician can display on 
the touch screnn the invert parameters and modify them without
any difficulties. An easy and intuitive system which makes 
easier the technicia job. 

IMESA:
ADD VALUE

TO YOUR JOB!

ERCONOMIC WORKING

IMESA aseptic washing machine was designed to make easier 
the worker   job. 

DRUM LOCKING SYSTEM
The inside drum locking system is very 
easy, it can be open just using one hand! 

OPTIMAL LOADING HEIGHT
The 80 cm quota of the big loading and 
unloading doors help in a ergonomics 
loading / unloading of the linen. 

AUTOMATIC DRUM POSITIONING
At the end of the washing program, the 
drum is automatically positionned in cor-
respondance of the clean side unloading 
door. At the loading time, the drum is cal-
led back to the dirty side. 

NO WASTES
DETERGENT AUTOMATIC DOSING SYSTEM
The hygienic barrier model D2W can be equipped with 
detergent pumps controlled by IM 8 microprocesso for the 
automatic dosing. An easy system which avoids any mistake 
and waste.  

LINEN WEIGHING SYSTEM 
The load cell weighing system allows to control the washing 
machine load and to display its weight. At the program start, 
the IM 8 computer adjusts the water level and the detergent 
doses acccordingy to the effective load weight. Consumes are 
therefore reduced and possible wastes are avoided. 

AVOID ANY CONTAMINATION RISK

Hygiene is a topic of primary importance, also the smallest 
detail must be tanken in consideration. 
To avoid possible cross-contamination between clean room and 
dirty room, IMESA designed its aseptic barrier to assure that any 
operation is external to the clean room: 
In case of maintenance, the access to the mechanical, electric 
and electronic parts is very easy and can be operated exclusi-
vely from the “dirty side”, where also the detergent loading, both  
automatic or manual, is located. 
Also the programming opera-
tion, as well as the selection 
and start of the programs, are 
operated only from the dirty 
side. 
A dedicated control system 
assure that the clean side and 
dirty side doors cannot be 
open, and cannot stay open, at 
the same time. In this way the 
cross-contamination is surely 
avoided. 

REMOTE ASSISTANCE: SAVE TIME AND MONEY
The D2W washing machine is equipped with a GSM modem 
which allows a direct dialog withing the washer and the service 
center, that have the machine in charge. 
Thanks to the GSM remote assistance service, a maintenance 
request is notified immediately to the technician, who can check 
the machine status from remote. Alarm history, number of exe-
cuted cycles and all the necessary information to diagnose a 
possible fault. Times of diagnostic and intervention, as well as 
the reparation total cost, are dramatically reduced. 

ERGONOMIC & SAFE ECO-SYSTEMS

ENERGY SAVINGS
SHORTENED PROGRAMS LENGTH
The D2W  model is equipped with a double water connection. 
The microprocessor alternates the cold water load with the hot 
water load to reach the set water level and temperature in the 
shortest time. Using the hot water available, may be coming 
from solar collector, the machine does not need to activate the 
heating elements and to wait for the water heating.  

IM 8 TOUCH SCREEN:
HIGH FLEXIBILITY,
ABSOLUTE CONTROL

A USB STICK, SO SIMPLE!  
IM 8 is equipped with a USB connection which al-
lows the sofware updating, and the program and/or 
pictures up- and downloading just using a common 
UBS stick. 

TRACEABILITY OF THE WASHING 
PROGRAMS: 
At the program end, IM 8 automatically display some informa-
tion: 

- Executed programs;
- Program progressive Number; 
- Program date and time start;
- Highest achieved temperature; 
- How long the highest temperature was hold; 
- Total program length;
- Displayed alarms;

The program history, as well as the report of each executed 
program, can be retrieve at any time and saved into a USB stick. 

SOFTWARE UPDATED AND FILE MANAGEMENT
The IM8 software updating is quick, easy and it can be done at 
any time just connecting the USB stick and following the displa-
yed instructions. Programs can be copied from one machine to 
another or saved in a archive with the same simplicity: just using 
a so common tool as a USB stick. 

For the customer who wants to be free to program 
by himself the washing machine, IMESA develop-
ped the EASY PROG application. The customer 
can create its own washing programs just answe-
ring to a small questionnaire. At the end the program can be 
saved and started or just started but not added to the availble 
program list. 
To laundries who need a very special program, 
where each single parameter need to be 
customized, IMESA  dedicates the EXPERT PROG 
application: a restricted area, where the specialized
technician can acceed to deeply customize the 
programs. 

IMESA washing machine are manufatured in 
compliance with European Regulation in force. 

IMESA washing machines are
GOSTANDARD RUSSIA certified.

IMESA washign machines are
GOSTANDARD RUSSIA certified.

IMESA washing machine are manufatured in 
compliance with European Regulation in force. 


